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Healing Earthquakes
"Project Leadership unveils a chapter-by-chapter program for developing the skills
of a leader. You discover techniques for matching individuals' talents to specific
tasks skills for delegating authority without fear of losing control physical
approaches for quickly building rapport with other persons tips for acquiring
credibility in an unfamiliar setting and much more."--BOOK JACKET.

Functional Programming in Swift
Eight classic picture books by the legendary author, brought together in one lavish
slipcased volume This glorious treasury brings together eight iconic tales by Tomi
Ungerer, featuring well-known classics (The Three Robbers, Moon Man, Otto),
acclaimed recent works (Fog Island), and lost gems (Zeralda's Ogre, Flix, The Hat,
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and Emile), some of which are being published for the first time in 50 years!
Special features include a personal letter from Tomi, new quotes and anecdotes
about each story, an exclusive interview, photos and previously unpublished
materials from the making of some of his most celebrated works, such as
storyboards, sketches, photographs, and images that inspired him.

Hemp
Read by millions since its launch in 2004, BLDGBLOG is the leading voice in
speculation about architecture, landscape, and the built environment. Now The
BLDGBLOG Book distills author Geoff Manaugh's unique vision, offering an
enthusiastic, idea-filled guide to the future of architecture, with stunning images
and exclusive new content. From underground exploration to the novels of J.G.
Ballard, from artificial glaciers in the mountains of Pakistan to weather control in
Olympic Beijing, The BLDGBLOG Book is "part conceptual travelogue, part
manifesto, part sci-fi novel," according to Joseph Grima, executive director of New
York's Storefront for Art and Architecture. "BLDGBLOG is something new and
substantially different from anything else I have seen," says Errol Morris, Director
of Fast, Cheap & Out of Control and the Academy Award-winning documentary Fog
of War. "Secretly, I had always hoped it would become a book. Geoff Manaugh has
provided the reader with an excursion into a new world—part digital fantasy, part
reality at the intersection of art, architecture, landscape design, and pure ideas.
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Like the blog, the book is personal, idiosyncratic, and, best of all, incredibly
interesting."

GIS Data Conversion Handbook
An award-winning work of brilliant passion and epic poetry that vividly captures the
impossible truth of an entire romance from beginning to end. Jimmy Santiago Baca
introduces us to a man and woman before they are acquainted and re-creates their
first meeting, falling in love, their decision to make a family, the eventual
realization of each other’s irreconcilable faults, the resulting conflicts, the breakup
and hostility, and, finally, their transcendence of the bitterness and resentment.
Throughout the relationship we are privy to the couple’s astonishing range of
emotions: the anguish of loneliness, the heady rush of new love, the irritations and
joys of raising children, the difficulties in truly knowing someone, the doldrums of
breakup, and so on. It is impossible not to identify with these characters and to
recognize one’s own experience in theirs. As he weaves this story, Baca explores
many of his traditional themes: the beauty and cruelty of the desert lands where
he has spent much of his life, the grace and wisdom of animals, the quiet dignity of
life on small Chicano farms. An extraordinary work that “expresses both bliss and
heartache with lyric intensity” (Booklist) from one of America’s finest poets. “Baca
is a force in American poetry . . . His words heal, inspire, and elicit the earthly
response of love.” —Garrett Hongo “[Baca] writes with unconcealed passion . . .
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what makes his writing so exciting to me is the way in which it manifests both an
intense lyricism and that transformative vision which perceives the mythic and
archetypal significance of life-events.” —Denise Levertov

The BLDGBLOG Book
This landmark book addresses the data conversion issues involved in geographic
information systems (GIS) technology. Converting paper-based maps to digital files
can be expensive, complicated, and time consuming. It is the first comprehensive
handbook that cohesively integrates the many complex issues of data conversion
into a single publication for the GIS professional as well as for the student or
layperson. Written and edited by international authorities on GIS conversion, the
handbook covers the subject from basic conversion issues and map digitizing to
advanced data capture techniques.

Project Leadership
This book will teach you how to use Swift to apply functional programming
techniques to your iOS or OS X projects. These techniques complement objectoriented programming that most Objective-C developers will already be familiar
with, providing you with a valuable new tool in your developer's toolbox. We will
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start by taking a look at Swift's new language features, such as higher-order
functions, generics, optionals, enumerations, and pattern matching. Mastering
these new features will enable you to write functional code effectively. After that,
we will provide several examples of how to use functional programming patterns to
solve real-world problems. These examples include a compositional and type-safe
API around Core Image, a library for diagrams built on Core Graphics, and a small
spreadsheet application built from scratch.

The Kitchen Art Studio
The Kitchen Art Studio turns the old adage "Don't play with your food" on its head
by encouraging readers to discover the creative energy hidden in their pantry. In
Peter Jenny's playful exercises, broccoli becomes material for sculpture, a cookie
depicts the waning moon, cherry stems form captivating patterns, and spoons
inspire performance art.

Pharmacy Registration Assessment Questions
A colorful study of a masterpiece of residential architecture by one of America's
leading modern architects offers a visual tour of the stylish Grotta House in
Harding Township, New Jersey, a home that exemplifies the best in modernist
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design and showcases the owners' exceptional furniture and crafts collection.
12,500 first printing.

Tomi Ungerer: A Treasury of 8 Books
Hemp production for industrial purposes continues to grow worldwide, and is
currently being used for many applications including house insulation, paper
making, animal bedding, fabric, rope making and also as a biofuel. This book
brings together international experts to examine all aspects of industrial hemp
production, including the origins of hemp production, as well as the botany and
anatomy, genetics and breeding, quality assessment, regulations, and the
agricultural and industrial economics of hemp production. A translation of Le
Chanvre Industriel, this book has been revised and updated for an international
audience and is essential reading for producers of industrial hemp, industry
personnel and agriculture researchers and students.

The Ladybird Book of Dating
Pharmacy Registration Assessment Questions features over 400 closed book and
calculation questions for the GPhC Pharmacy Registration Exam.
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The Grotta House by Richard Meier
THE PERFECT GIFT for the lonely, the deluded and the desperate.
__________________________________ It is Barney and Leigh's wedding day. They have
certainly come a long way from their first date. They have learned to supress their
personalities and pretend they want the same things, so they will be able to put up
with each other for several years. Everyone is happy for them. Their story is over.
__________________________________ Marcus and Fiona have had three dates. Fiona
knows this means she will either end up spending the rest of her life with Marcus,
or eventually have to break up with him, horribly. Both of these ideas are terrifying
to Fiona. Tomorrow Fiona will fake her own death and join Cirque du Soleil.
__________________________________ This delightful book is the latest in the series of
Ladybird books which have been specially planned to help grown-ups with the
world about them. The large clear script, the careful choice of words, the frequent
repetition and the thoughtful matching of text with pictures all enable grown-ups to
think they have taught themselves to cope. Featuring original Ladybird artwork
alongside brilliantly funny, brand new text. 'Hilarious' Stylist Other new titles for
Autumn 2017: How it Works: The Brother How it Works: The Sister The Ladybird
Book of the Ex The Ladybird Book of the Nerd The Ladybird Book of the New You
The Ladybird Book of Balls The Ladybird Book of the Big Night Out The Ladybird
Book of the Quiet Night In People at Work: The Rock Star Previous titles in the
Ladybirds for Grown Ups series: How it Works: The Husband How it Works: The
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Wife How it Works: The Mum How it Works: The Dad The Ladybird Book of the MidLife Crisis The Ladybird Book of the Hangover The Ladybird Book of Mindfulness
The Ladybird Book of the Shed The Ladybird Book of Dating The Ladybird Book of
the Hipster How it Works: The Student How it Works: The Cat How it Works: The
Dog How it Works: The Grandparent The Ladybird Book of Red Tape The Ladybird
Book of the People Next Door The Ladybird Book of the Sickie The Ladybird Book of
the Zombie Apocalypse The Ladybird Book of the Do-Gooder
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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